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0 E X E C U T I V E S U M M A R Y

0.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE DELIVERABLE

How to produce relevant figures on noise annoyance sleep disturbance and

momentary evaluation on the basis of noise maps, starting from the descriptions set

forward in the position papers of WG/HSEA.

0.2 STRATEGY USED AND/OR A DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS (TECHNIQUES) USED WITH THE

JUSTIFICATION THEREOF

In addition to the standard noise rating methods based on simple acoustical

parameters, additional parameters were stated in previous documents to describe

better aspects such as “highly annoyed”, “highly sleep disturbed” and “absence of

quiet areas”. These methods were implemented in standard software and tested in

different situations for local and global noise maps.

0.3 BACKGROUND INFO AVAILABLE AND THE INNOVATIVE ELEMENTS WHICH WERE DEVELOPED

Existing technology/knowledge summarised in D1-05_TNO_24M.pdf.

0.4 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

None

0.5 PARTNERS INVOLVED AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION

ACL

ACC

AKR

TNO

0.6 CONCLUSIONS

Different indicators (both objective and subjective) are not contradictory but are

needed in order to quantify different aspects of the noise situation, such as annoyance,

sleep disturbance, exceedence of legal limits and ambient sound quality.

0.7 RELATION WITH THE OTHER DELIVERABLES (INPUT/OUTPUT/TIMING)

Based on input from D1.2 and D1.5.
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1 R A T I N G E N V I R O N M E N T A L N O I S E F O R A C T I O N
P L A N N I N G

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Strategic Noise Map can help to assess the noise situation in a city or municipality.

Municipalities in agglomerations are obliged to produce a Strategic Noise Map by the

European Noise Directive (END). A noise map on the scale of a city gives an overview

of where high noise levels occur as well as the places where it is (relatively) silent. On

the basis of a noise map, one can get an impression of which sources of noise are most

relevant. Noise maps form good means of communication with policy makers as well as

the public. Noise maps are also the basis of the action plans the local authorities have

to formulate, action plans to manage noise issues and effects, including noise reduction

if necessary. These action plans should address priorities in those areas of interest.

In order to be able to use the noise maps to formulate these Action Plans, noise impact

indicators are needed. Common noise metrics are Lden, to assess annoyance, and Lnight,

to assess sleep disturbance. It is also useful to allow Member States to use

supplementary indicators in order to monitor or control special noise situations. Because

there are many different indicators to describe the noise situation, a question is how to

use multiple indicators in the process of action planning. This chapter describes the

different purposes of different indicators and how they can or should be used in

different stages of action planning. It shows that it is useful to use different indicators

next to each other.

Noise impact indicators serve three goals: To see if and where action is needed; To find

those places or sources where noise abatement measures are most effective; To

compare the noise situation before and after (planned) intervention in order to quantify

the effectiveness of the interventions. In each of these purposes, impact indicators are

used in a different way. This is elaborated in the following sections.

1.2 HOW TO USE NOISE INDICATORS FOR ACTION PLANNING

1.2.1 Determination if action is needed

After the noise map of a municipality or an infrastructure is made, the first step is to see

if any action is needed and in which area (e.g. neighbourhood) action is needed first.

Therefore insight is needed in:

1. The health impact of the noise exposure of dwellings, including annoyance and

sleep disturbance;

2. Exceedence of legal limits for noise exposure of dwellings;

3. Ambient noise quality and quiet areas;

These points are further described in the following paragraphs.
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Assessment of health impact of exposures of dwellings

In order to get an overview of adverse effects of environmental noise, Miedema & Borst

(2006) developed a Noise Rating System. This Noise Rating System (D1.5) describes how

different indicators can be calculated on the basis of Strategic Noise Maps. The first two

indicators in this noise rating system, %HA and %HS are indicators for the health impact

of noise:

%HA, the expected percentage of people being highly annoyed due to noise;

%HS, the expected percentage of people being highly sleep disturbed due to

noise.

Although there are more health effects of environmental noise, the relation between

the exposure and the effect is less well known for these other effects. Therefore, %HA

and %HS for annoyance and sleep disturbance are the most usable indicators. Both

indicators can be determined per source type and for the cumulated noise load. These

indicators can be used to check per administrative unit (e.g. neighbourhood) whether

these numbers are higher than (politically) acceptable.

Exceedence of legal limits for exposures of dwellings

In order to protect citizens from adverse effects of noise and to provide a good living

environment, authorities define limit values for noise exposure. These limit values are

different in different countries, they can differ between source types and they are in

some cases dependent on the situation (e.g. existing situation versus reconstruction).

The number of dwellings exceeding a limit value can be estimated on the basis of a

Strategic Noise Map. It is generally difficult to determine the exact figure, because the

calculation method for the legal limits is different and often more detailed than the

calculation methods used for noise mapping (e.g. the noise receptor height).

Ambient acoustical quality and quiet areas

The indicators described above, are based upon the (effects of) noise exposure of

dwellings. In order to address ambient acoustical quality and quiet areas, the Noise

Rating System (D1.5) suggests, besides the indicators for annoyance and sleep

disturbance, the percentage noise polluted area (AREA50) as an additional indicator.

AREA50 is the percentage of outdoor area with noise levels exceeding 50 dB. This

indicator can help in assessing the amount of (relative) quiet area.

1.2.2 Finding most effect noise abatement measures

On the basis of the analysis described in the previous section, it is determined whether

action is needed. The next step is to determine where action is needed and which

action is most (cost) effective in order to improve the noise situation. There are

generally two approaches to use the Strategic Noise Map as a basis for this analysis.

One approach is based upon finding geographic clusters where noise exposure levels

are high, the so-called ‘hot spots’. A second approach is to determine which noise

source contributes most to an adverse effect (e.g. noise annoyance).
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Hot Spot Analysis

As described in the Noise Rating System (D1.5), it is possible to determine the number of

dwellings (or people) with unacceptable high noise levels within a certain area. If this

area is a ‘gliding window’ of e.g. 100 x 100 meters, a hot spot map is made. In this

analysis, any cut-off point and any weighting of higher noise levels can be chosen. An

example of a combination of such a cut off point and a weighting is the ‘noise score’

as proposed by Probst (D1.2). This hot spot analysis can be performed on the basis of

the Strategic Noise Map combined with a map with (density of) dwellings or

inhabitants.

This ‘hot spot’ analyses shows clusters where population density and noise exposures

are high in arbitrary units. This analysis can help to find those places where noise

abatement measures are probably most effective.

Advantage of this method is that it relates to the intuitive impression of problem areas,

which makes it a strong means of communication. It is also relatively easy to implement

with limited needs for additional data. Disadvantage if the weighting that is chosen is

only based upon intuition, that there is no quantification of scientifically established

effect. Moreover, hot spot analysis will favour measures mitigating noise in geographic

clusters of noise exposure over measures aiming at improving the overall noise quality.

Source based analysis

Another way to identify noise abatement measures that are probably effective is to

quantify which sources contribute most to an adverse effect of noise (e.g. annoyance).

In D6.7, such a method is elaborated in the decision support tool. For e.g. each road

segment of 50 meters, the total contribution to the expected number of highly annoyed

people can be quantified. For these sources, noise abatement measures are likely to

have effect.

Advantage of this method is that the impact of each source can be directly linked to

the noise quality the basis of scientific insight or otherwise established limits.

Disadvantage of this method is that additional data used for calculation of the noise

map is needed, that is more difficult to implement. In some cases, results of calculations

may be against intuition at first sight, which makes it more difficult to communicate.

Moreover, the system as described here will, in its current form, put focus on measures

on single sources (i.e. road segments) instead of overall noise measures (e.g. car free

zones).

1.2.3 Quantify the effectiveness of the noise actions

The two different methods for finding effective noise abatement measures: the hot spot

detection method and the source-based method, can help in defining noise

abatement scenarios: a consistent sets of noise abatement measures. However, neither

of two methods will safeguard that every aspect of the noise quality (annoyance, sleep

disturbance, exceedence of legal limits and ambient acoustical quality) is covered.

Therefore, an extra step is needed in which noise maps are calculated for the different

noise abatement scenarios. The effectiveness of each scenario can be quantified using
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the different noise impact indicators using the Noise Rating System (D1.5). This way,

policy- and decision makers can evaluate whether the noise action have the desired

result. If an aspect of the acoustical quality appears to become less than desired,

additional action is needed. For instance, if all hot spots are eliminated but expected

sleep disturbance is higher than the ambition level, specific actions with relation to

nighttime noise.

1.3 CONCLUSION

Strategic Noise Map can help to assess the noise situation in a city or municipality. In

order to be able to use the noise maps to formulate these Action Plans, noise impact

indicators are needed. Different indicators are needed in order to quantify different

aspect of the noise situation, such as annoyance, sleep disturbance, exceedence of

legal limits and ambient acoustical quality.

Because there are different stages in the formulation of noise actions, there are

different ways noise impact indicators are used, as described in section 1.2. Hot spot

analysis and source based analysis are helpful methods to find respectively places or

sources where noise abatement measures are most effective. However, because

neither of two methods will safeguard that every aspect of the noise quality

(annoyance, sleep disturbance, exceedence of legal limits and ambient acoustical

quality) is covered.

Indicators with the purpose of quantification of the noise situation, in order to see

whether action is needed or to quantify the effectiveness of measures, should have a

relation with scientifically established (health) effects of have a legislative basis.
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2 F U R T H E R E V A L U A T I O N O F N O I S E R A T I N G A N D
N O I S E S C O R E M E T H O D S

2.1 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ON IMMI NOISE MODEL

Following software has been developed to apply the Noise Rating and Noise Score

Methods as developed and described in D1.5 to the different acoustical developed

IMMI models of the cities Brussels, Ghent & Ostend.

For the rating of environmental noise, one needs the noise maps for the different source

types: road, railway and air noises. These maps consist in two maps per source

corresponding to two different calculations: façade calculation and grid calculation.

Actual environmental modelling software does not include noise-rating methods.

Software outcome is limited to the noise levels at points on the façade of buildings.

Further Noise Rating Evaluation has been developed as a post-processing tool in

Matlab. It further permits more flexible modification for testing various options.

The further description is made for the IMMI software. The procedure should be similar

for other software packages.

2.1.1 Noise map exportation from IMMI

The grid calculation gives the noise levels at all the points of a pre-determined grid.

These maps are computed with the IMMI software.

The IMMI results need to be exported in a common format to be read and processed in

Matlab where the procedure to rate the noise has been implemented. Therefore, one

chose the ASCII format. The noise levels at façade are easy to export: one opens the

result file and clicks on the “export in ASCII format” button.

As one does not have the coordinates of the façade calculation points (which are

important for the processing), they have to be exported as well. They can be found in

the result file for façade calculation under the name “Point table”. One will thus export

this as a text file. In this file, each line corresponds to the one in the façade noise level

file. One now has the coordinates of each of the façade calculation points.

All the data for the computation is thus available in a simple and readable format for

Matlab.
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2.1.2 The post-processing code

The rating calculation is performed in four major parts:

the computation of the percentage highly annoyed by the noise levels;

the computation of the percentage highly sleep disturbed by the noise levels;

the computation of the number of individuals unacceptably exposed to noise;

the computation of the area percentage with ambient noise above 50 dB (A).

The code has thus been implemented in four different parts described below. A

flowchart of the algorithm is presented hereunder: the blocs of operation

corresponding to the four different parts are “encircled” and related with the

paragraphs.

2.1.2.1 Percentage highly annoyed computation

For the computation of the percentage of population highly annoyed by the noise, one

first has to import the IMMI calculation results saved in text files. This is possible with the

“textread” Matlab function. The reading of these input files produces two notable

variables.

The first one, called “data” is a 3D matrix that comprises all the information from the

façade calculation. An example is presented in Table 2.1.1 and Table 2.1.2. The Matrix

can be seen as a pack of 2D matrixes, each corresponding to 1 dwelling: the lines of

the 2D matrix correspond to the points of the façade of the dwelling and the columns

correspond to the needed information about this point (x and y coordinates, night

noise level, DEN noise levels …). Data(2,1to9,1) represents the calculation results for the

2nd façade point of the first dwelling.

x (m) y (m) Habs in the dwelling Lnight (air) Lden (air) Lnight (rail) Lden (rail) Lnight (road) Lden (road)

675.07 911.6 20 0 0 36.35 42.5 0 0

675.96 898.47 20 0 0 36.72 42.87 0 0

677.17 885.25 20 0 0 37.11 43.25 0 0

678.67 872.13 20 0 0 37.5 43.65 0 0

690.59 869.68 20 0 0 33.91 40.06 0 0

694.48 879.22 20 0 0 30.73 36.88 0 0

700.68 884.56 20 0 0 31.46 37.61 0 0

694.47 902.7 20 0 0 12.48 18.63 0 0

690.58 913.64 20 0 0 12.49 18.64 0 0

Table 2.1.1: data(:,:,1)

x (m) y (m) Habs in the dwelling Lnight (air) Lden (air) Lnight (rail) Lden (rail) Lnight (road) Lden (road)

674.29 923.85 26 0 0 36.03 42.18 0 0

684.19 932.53 26 0 0 27.83 33.98 0 0

697.11 931.57 26 0 0 24 30.14 0 0

694.76 916.5 26 0 0 14.24 20.39 0 0

Table 2.1.2: data(:,:,2)
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The second one, called “noise map” contains the results of grid calculation. As the

variable has the same format as the text file, there is no need for further explanation.

With the “noise map” variable, one can compute the outdoor noise level “Loutdoor”. This

is performed through a loop on all grid points with the formula:

   





 


rail,denroad,denair,den

Lre1.0L1.0Lre1.0
outdoor 101010lg10L

Where  i,denLre is the equally annoying road traffic level for the source “i” (aircraft or

railway):

 
 

 













42LforL

42Lfor
HA%F

8843.0
HA%F9.16885.46

Lre

i,deni,den

i,den
i

i
i,den

where:

     

     42L2939.042L10932.342L10199.9HA%

42L1695.042L10815.742L10239.7HA%

air,den
2

air,den
23

air,den
5

air

rail,den
2

rail,den
23

rail,den
4

rail









and:

3/1
288744 x1011.1x105102x1005.110374.2)x(F 






  

Thereafter, begins a loop on all the dwellings of the community of interest leading to

the calculation of the number highly annoyed per dwelling. The first step is to determine

the noise level of source “i” at the most exposed façade of dwelling “t”:

  t,i:,datamaxL i,den  .

The next step is the computation of the additional acoustical factors: insulation, quiet

side and ambient noise level. The insulation values come directly from input data. The

quiet side parameter for a source “i” is calculated with the formula:

   outdoori,deni LminLreQ 

This parameter represents the fact that, if there is a quiet side in the dwelling, the

occupants can escape to some extent from the noise levels at the most exposed

façade. To calculate min (Loutdoor) one uses the same formula as for Loutdoor but with the

values of noise levels at façade points and not at grid points. The ambient noise level is

computed by selecting all the grid points within a circle of 200 m radius centred at the

centre of the dwelling. On the selected values, one takes the 25% lowest Loutdoor.
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Thereafter one can compute a new

i,denL which takes into account the additional

factors with the formula:























45LforL

A18.0LA0039.0

45LforQ70.0LQ016.0

l0.1Ll022.0L

L

i,deni,den

ii,deni

i,denii,deni

ii,denii,den

i,den

Where:

  
  

  50A;50A;LreA

;10Q;7Q;0Q

;26I;22I;24I

AAA

QQ,20max,20minQ

Il,15max,15minl

railroadair,denair

railroadair

railroadair

ii

iii

iii
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Import of text file from
IMMI

Noisemap Façade calculation result
 Grid calculation result
 Point table

Data

Outdoor noise
calculation

Loutdoor

For loop on all grid points

Computation of noise
level at most exposed
façade for each
source

Computation of:

 insulation
 quiet side
 ambient noise

Addition of these
factors to the noise
level

Computation
percentage highly
annoyed for each
source and for
combined noise

Computation of the
percentage highly
annoyed for the
community of interest

“for” loop on
all dwellings
of the
community
of interest






 

idenLre ,

Number of
individuals with
unacceptable noise
exposure

Percentage of
non-quiet area

Computation of noise
level at most exposed
façade for each
source

Introduction of:

insulation

Addition of these
factors to the noise
level

Computation
percentage highly
sleep disturbed for
each source and for
combined noise

Computation of the
percentage highly
sleep disturbed for the
community of interest

2

3.1

3.2

3.4

3.3
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One can now compute the percentage highly annoyed for aircraft, road traffic and

railways with the formulas:

     
     
     

42Lif0HA%:Note

42L2939.042L10932.342L10199.9HA%

42L1695.042L10815.742L10239.7HA%

42L5118.042L10436.142L10868.9HA%

i,deni

air,den

2

air,den
23

air,den
5

air

rail,den

2

rail,den
23

rail,den
4

rail

road,den

2

road,den
23

road,den
4

road















After calculating the levels for combined sources with the formula:
























 









 


rail,den

road,den
air,den

Lre1.0
L1.0

Lre1.0

T,den 101010lg10L

where  i,denLre is obtained with the same formula as for  i,denLre , one can compute

the percentage highly annoyed caused by the combined sources:

     
42Lif0HA%:Note

42L5118.042L10436.142L10868.9HA%

T,denT

T,den

2

T,den
23

T,den
4

T













 

Outside of the loop on the dwellings, the last step is the calculation of the expected

percentage highly annoyed:

 



 



dwelling
dwelling

dwelling
dwellingdwelling,i

i,HA
n

nHA%

p

Where i is air, road, rail or T and

ndwelling is the number of inhabitants of an individual dwelling.
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2.1.2.2 Percentage highly sleep disturbed computation

For the computation of the percentage of population, highly sleep disturbed by the

noise, one follow approximately the same scheme as for the percentage highly

annoyed. The main difference resides in the fact that there is no more need to

compute Loutdoor as the only relevant additional factor to the night noise level is the

insulation. The computation begins thus directly with the introduction of the bedrooms

insulation values i,bl :












40LforL

40Lforl1.1Ll027.0L
L

i,nighti,night

i,nighti,bi,nighti,bi,night
i,night

where:

  
;26I;22I;24I

Il,15max,15minl

rail,broad,bair,b

i,bi,bi,b





One can now compute the percentage highly annoyed for aircraft, road traffic and

railways with the formulas:

40Lif0HSD%:Note

L01482.0L956.01.18HSD%

L00759.0L55.03.11HSD%

L01486.0L05.18.20HSD%

i,nighti

2

air,nightair,nightroad

2

rail,nightrail,nightrail

2

road,nightroad,nightroad









After calculating the levels for combined sources with the formula:
























 









 

 rail,night
road,night

air,night Lre1.0L1.0Lre1.0

T,night 101010lg10L

where     5.151HSD%29.6733.35Lre ii,night  if 40L i,night  ,

one can compute the percentage highly sleep disturbed caused by the combined

sources:

40Lif0HSD%:Note

L01486.0L05.18.20HSD%

T,nightT

T,nightT,nightT
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Outside of the loop on the dwellings, the last step is the calculation of the expected

percentage highly sleep disturbed:

 



 



dwelling
dwelling

dwelling
dwellingdwelling,i

i,HSD
n

nHSD%

p

Where i is air, road, rail or T and

dwellingn is the number of inhabitants of an individual dwelling.

2.1.2.3 Number of individuals with unacceptable noise exposure

In a loop on all dwellings, one calculates the values of the weighting functions:

constant, linear and exponential. These functions are null under a certain limit “L” and

take a particular value above that limit.

The constant weighting function:

  1LW denconst 

The linear weighting function:

   LLa1LW dendenlin 

The exponential weighting function:

   LLa
denexp

den10LW 

where a is a strictly positive coefficient.

Outside of the loop, one makes a pondered summation of the inhabitants in each

dwelling:

   
dwelling

dwellingdwelling,i,deni,L nLreWn

where i is air, road, rail or T and

ndwelling is the number of inhabitants of an individual dwelling

re (Lden,i,dwelling)comes from the calculation of the percentage highly annoyed
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2.1.2.4 Percentage of non-quiet area

In a loop on all grid points, one sums up all the points with a Loutdoor above 50 dB (A).

Loutdoor comes from the computation of the percentage highly annoyed.

Outside of the loop, one divides this sum by the total number of points:

areaTotal

50LwithArea
AREA outdoor

50
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3 F U R T H E R E V A L U A T I O N O F N O I S E R A T I N G M E T H O D S
O N E X I S T I N G N O I S E M O D E L S

3.1 GLOBAL NOISE MODELS

According to the EC-directive, 2002/49/EC [1], the action plans should be designed to

manage noise issues and effects, including noise reduction if needed. To provide good

grounds for any noise action plan, one can make a map of the calculated noise levels

throughout the studied city or neighbourhood of particular interest. Using the noise map

as input for the action plan can be enough in many cases. But to take the analysis

further, we need to account for the influence from number of inhabitants for each

building, mean sound insulation and calculated façade levels. These factors can

drastically enhance the understanding of the noise situation experienced by residents

and therefore making the action plan better and more adjusted to the needs of the

city.

One of the ways to make such an analysis is to use the Noise Environmental Rating

System (NERS). The end product of such an analysis is a noise score that is specific for

each building. The score is derived from the calculated façade level, the mean sound

insulation and the number of inhabitants.

The NERS-analysis is based on a noise score function [1], which depends on the number

of inhabitants for the analyzed dwelling, the highest level coupled to the dwelling and

the mean sound insulation of the façade.

Figure 3.1.1
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The most important objective when creating a noise action plan is to first provide help

for those who are in most need for noise relief. The availability of a tool that in a quick

and easy way can pinpoint where noise problems and complaints most likely will occur

is great help for city administrations. The noise reduction budget can now be spent in

priority order where it is most needed.

Other parameters, such as quiet facades and access to quiet recreational areas, also

affect the perceived noise disturbance of the inhabitants. This is not included in the

original NERS-analysis. Case studies have been made in Stockholm and Gothenburg to

implement these parameters in the NERS-analysis. These studies show how to include

the parameters in the analysis and in which extent the new analysis could complement

the original NERS-analysis.

3.1.1 Gothenburg

It is popular in densely populated areas in Sweden, to use the quiet side of a building as

an incitement for allowing higher noise levels at the traffic side. This means that if the

sound insulation of the building at the traffic side is good enough the inhabitants can

have their windows open or use their balconies on the quiet side, therefore not

exposing them selves to noise levels above the recommended level. The bedrooms in

these cases should be located at the quiet façade. When using a statement like this, it

is important that the noise level at the quiet side is low (<45 dB(A)), not compared to

the traffic side, but as a total of all noise sources on the quiet side.

On the noisy side of the building, traffic is most likely to be the dominant noise source.

The calculated noise levels at the traffic side often agree quite well when comparing to

long term measurements. Looking at the quiet side however, the situation is often more

complex. Some prediction methods often fail in calculating a value that corresponds to

measurements at inner courtyards. The Nordic prediction method [3] has a tendency to

underestimate the noise levels in these situations. The traffic is often not the dominant

noise source. Therefore measurements, or refined ways to predict the sound level at the

quiet side, can be used to compliment the analysis.

This report shows a case study from the city of Gothenburg where measurements at

inner courtyards are compared to the calculated values from the Nordic prediction

method for road traffic noise. The differences in perceived noise environment are

shown by extending the NERS-analysis tool to include the quiet side.
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3.1.1.1 Case study

The part of Gothenburg, studied in this paper is located between Vasagatan and

Parkgatan. These are busy streets with many residential buildings.

Figure 3.1.2

The area of Gothenburg studied in this paper.
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Calculations

The model is imported from Gothenburg’s GIS software and the calculations performed

in CadnaA [2] using the Nordic prediction method [3]. All parameters concerning the

road traffic noise sources such as number of vehicles, percentage of heavy vehicles,

road surface type etc., are given by the city of Gothenburg. The calculations are made

assuming that the buildings are totally reflecting with a maximum of two reflections.

Figure 3.1.3

The GIS data used for the calculation of noise levels around the buildings. The buildings marked with dark

(blue) are the buildings used for the NERS-analysis.

The measurements were made between 7h00-19h00 a weekday at 2 meters above

ground. Consequently, the corresponding calculations are made at the same height

and with a traffic density representing daytime traffic. The calculated values are

coupled to the façades and the highest level for each building as well as the highest

level at the quiet side is derived for further analysis.
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Figure 3.1.4
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Calculated noise levels using the Nordic prediction method. The calculation is made at 2 meters above

ground and with a maximum of two reflections.
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Measurements

The city of Gothenburg has carried out over 700 measurements on city courtyards and

other places around the city centre. The measurements are snapshots of the actual

noise levels. The measurements were delivered as a list containing x- and y-coordinates

as well as measurement date, time and a subjective note of what sources contributed

to the measured levels.

The area chosen in this study contains 14 measurements, all made on courtyards and

with the subjective note stating that the dominant noise source is fans mounted at the

courtyard facades.

Figure 3.1.5
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The figure displays the measured values delivered by the city of Gothenburg. All levels in dB(A).

The practice of placing the fans on the quiet courtyards instead of the noisy traffic side

in Sweden is for the appearance of the buildings street façade. In absence of updated

policies, both restaurants and shops alike will continue to place noise equipment on the

courtyard side.

As the use of air conditioning in Sweden increases, this problem will grow. The people

that expect their courtyards to be screened and quiet from traffic noise will note that

the courtyard is no longer a quiet area due to installed noisy equipment. Other

countries in Europe have adopted a policy of prohibit the placement of noisy

equipment at the courtyards, seeing to the interests of the building’s residents.

Currently, noise from road traffic, rail traffic, aircraft and industry is handled separately

by Swedish authorities. Consequently, the recommended levels are stated separately.
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As an example, the noise from road traffic may create the need for a quiet façade. The

building can be built to accommodate such a solution (quiet façade <45 dB(A)), but

when looking at the rail traffic noise the quiet side will receive a level above the

required 45 dB(A), hence making the quiet side useless.

When measured results are compared to the calculations, the difference is clear. The

differences between the calculated traffic noise and the measured total noise is as

large as 9 dB(A) in some cases. The Nordic prediction method may have difficulties

calculating an accurate level at courtyards but the conclusion is that the actual

dominant source at the courtyards is not traffic. When classifying the courtyard as the

quiet side all noise sources must be considered.

Figure 3.1.6
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The figure displays the difference between measured values delivered by the city of Gothenburg and the

levels calculated with the Nordic prediction model. All sound levels in dB(A).
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3.1.1.2 NERS-analysis

Extending the NERS-analysis to include the quiet façade

Looking at the differences between the calculated and the measured noise levels

alone might be enough to convince city administrations that noise levels on city

courtyards will become a problem to the residents.

Making a normal NERS-analysis over the area studied in this report would not show the

effect of a quiet façade. To be able to show the effect, the NERS-analysis can be

extended to include the noise levels at the quiet façade or bedroom façade in

addition to the most exposed façade. This means that it has been assumed that all

apartments in this study have access to both the traffic and quiet side, with the

bedroom located on the quiet side.

As mentioned earlier, the NERS-method is based on a score function, which is based on

the number of inhabitants in the dwelling, the highest noise level coupled to the

dwelling and the mean sound insulation of the façade. The last parameter is omitted in

this paper as the analysis covers only outside noise levels.

The extension of the NERS-analysis to include the quiet side (bedroom side) means that,

instead of calculating a noise score for the whole building using only the highest

calculated level, the highest calculated level on the bedroom side is also included.

Adding the two noise scores generates the total noise score for the dwelling as a whole.

For a building without a quiet side, the noise score on the most exposed façade as well

as the noise score for the bedroom side should be summed to give the total noise score

for that building.

This gives city planers a chance to include quiet sides in their NERS-analysis along with

buildings that does not have (or need) a quiet façade.

For the buildings where the benefits of a quiet side have been used to allow higher

traffic side levels, it is proposed that the noise score on the quiet façade is compared to

the officially authorized or expected level.

In Gothenburg the highest permissible level from road traffic is 55 dB(A) as an 24-hour

equivalent. If the level exceeds 55 dB(A) on the traffic side the other side of the building

should have an 24-hour equivalent noise level less than 45 dB(A) [4]. Therefore the noise

score function has been shifted for the quiet side so that 55 dB(A) at the traffic side

generates the same noise score as 45 dB(A) at the quiet side.
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Figure 3.1.7
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Graph of the noise score function and the function describing the shifted curve to include the expected

levels at the quiet (bedroom) side.

Shifting the noise score function for the levels on the “quiet façade”, the contribution to

the total noise score is as large as the traffic side compared to the recommended

levels.
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Gothenburg case study

In the Gothenburg case study, all buildings are in need of a quiet façade. The façade

levels on the traffic side ranges between 55 and 72 dB(A). For this study, only the

daytime levels have been used, because of the measurements, but it can still be used

as an example to show the effect of shifting the noise score function.

First, a NERS-analysis is made using only the highest level of each dwelling.

Figure 3.1.8
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NERS-analysis of the buildings studied in this case study. The first analysis includes only the highest noise level

of each building. The higher the noise score, the worse is the acoustical environment.

The next analysis is made incorporating the quiet side of each building. The contribution

from the quiet side is much smaller than the noise score calculated for the traffic side,

hence the effect is barely detectable.

By shifting the noise score function according to the method presented in Figure 3.1.7,

an extended NERS-analysis can be made. This makes the contribution from the quiet

side larger and therefore detectable in the hot-spot map.
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Figure 3.1.9
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The figure shows the results from a NERS-analysis including the quiet side. The noise score on the quiet sides

have been calculated using the shifted noise score function. The effect is most clear at the buildings inside

the courtyards.

Shifting the noise score function also allows a higher overall noise score, thus enhancing

the effect of changes to the levels of the quiet side. As an example, the measured

levels on the inner courtyards can be used for the NERS-analysis.
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Figure 3.1.10
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The figure shows the results from a NERS-analysis including measured levels on the quiet side. The noise

score on the quiet sides have been calculated using the criteria-shifted noise score function. The building

to the far right shows the most predominant effect.
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3.1.1.3 Conclusion

The most important objective when creating a noise action plan is first to provide help

for those who are in most need for noise relief. A tool that easily points out areas with

noise problems is a great help for city administrators since the noise reduction budget

can be spent in an order prioritizing the areas in greatest need if noise relief.

Extending the NERS-analysis to include quiet or bedroom façades makes the work with

the action plan easier. The extension of the NERS-analysis adds new dimensions to the

problem of mapping not only sound levels but also noise problems. In some cases, more

hotspots are likely to be identified by the use of extended NERS-analysis. However, with

the increased analysis efficiency some of the noise problems may have been detected

in the planning stage and could therefore be avoided before they appear as

complaints from residents.

The differences between the calculated and the measured levels on the quiet side (at

the courtyards) also underline the importance of measurements as a complement to

calculations. In the case shown here it is clear that measurements, or other ways to find

the total noise levels at the city courtyards, could be used as a complimentary step

before using a quiet side to allow higher noise levels at the traffic side. It is therefore

important that city administrations promptly issue noise limits that will eliminate

installation of noise equipment at city courtyards. Doing so would be a real

improvement of the current policies to the benefit for many residents in European cities.
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3.1.2 Stockholm

The city of Stockholm finished their noise map in June 2007 and approved the noise

action plan a year later. The action plans should be designed to manage noise issues

and effects, including noise reduction if and where it is needed. The complete potential

represented by the calculated noise maps is not fully exploited in the 2008 action plan.

The calculated sound levels together with other parameters in the GIS-software offer a

large array of additional options for further analysis. The NERS-analysis, in its current form,

provides a good indicator to where measures primarily could be of interest and could

be a helpful tool in the making of a noise plan.

Only just recently, Sweden has focused more on noise exposure in large scale. It was no

more than eleven years ago that the Swedish government decided to limit national

exposure levels concerning traffic noise [5]. These exposure levels were to be

implemented in the design and planning of new housing areas or when significant

changes to existing areas were made. This proposition also outlined when actions

should be taken to decrease noise exposure from government roads in existing housing

areas. At the end of the day, the noise actions should aim at reaching the limit for noise

exposure for indoor noise, 30 dB(A). Until now, most Swedish municipalities have

focused their action plans on economic subsidies for house proprietors doing noise

reduction measures on improving the sound insulation, primarily by providing better

windows.

3.1.2.1 NERS - analysis

Noted above, the city of Stockholm finished a complete noise map of the entire city in

2007 and also presented the noise action plan in 2008. The generation of the noise map

was separated in four regions (City-centre, the west side, the south side and

Södermalm), each region calculated by individual parts. An ordinary NERS-analysis is

made from this noise map and it is presented in the following section.

Importance of input to the analysis

It is important for the calculated noise map to be consistent in the entire area where

the NERS-analysis is to be made in order to get a correct priority order shown in the

analysis. In this work, the noise maps are imported from four different parts, made by

three different actors. This raised the suspicion that differences in between the

calculations could have occurred, making the NERS-analysis hard to interpret correctly.

Comparing the noise maps in the borders between different parts, higher levels are

shown in the city-centre than in the surrounding parts nearby roads crossing the borders

see Figure 3.1.11 below. This leads to the conclusion that the calculation of the city-

centre has been made with different assumptions in form of velocities and/or ground

properties. This probably leads to calculated noise levels higher than in the surroundings

of the region which in the next step increases the noise score of the buildings in the

region. Higher noise scores will show a higher priority order in the NERS analysis, giving

the residential buildings in the city centre higher priority than they should have in reality.

Due to this difference, the city-centre is left out of the NERS -analysis.
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Figure 3.1.11

Section of the noise map of the city of Stockholm. The picture shows the noise map in the border in

between the west part of Stockholm (to the left of the black borderline) and the city-centre. Notable is that

the noise levels are distinctly higher in the city-centre than in the west nearby a road crossing the

borderline.

An important thing to point out is that the priority within the city-centre would be

correct despite of this. However, the priority in the entire city would be focused on the

city-centre more than what would be the correct focus. This shows the importance of

knowledge about the data included in the analysis in order to interpret the results

correctly.

West part

City centre
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Case study Stockholm

A NERS-analysis made from the noise maps (excluding the city-centre) is presented in

Figure 3.1.12 below. The red and yellow fields represent areas of high priority for noise

measures (buildings that received high noise score).

Figure 3.1.12

NERS-analysis of the city of Stockholm. The red and yellow fields represent areas of high priority whereas

blue and green are areas of low priority.

Conclusions

At the time of the making of this NERS-analysis, the action plan for the city of Stockholm

was already presented. The NERS-analysis could have been a great tool in making this

action plan since the order of priority in the action plan is confirmed by this map. The

areas with high noise score in the Hot-spot map coincide with the prioritized regions in

the action plan. This clearly reveals the usefulness and correctness of the NERS-analysis,

showing the correlation of the method and reality.
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3.1.2.2 NERS – analysis

Extending the NERS-analysis to include access to recreational areas

The Stockholm action plan [6] for the coming five years is mainly a document

describing a strategy on how the noise abatement work will be handled. It proposes a

strategy to focus on measures at the source combined with direct measures for the

most exposed dwellings. The action plan shall, in addition to manage noise issues and

effects (including noise reduction if needed), also aim to protect quiet areas against an

increase in noise. In particular, the action plan should apply to the most important

areas as established by the strategic noise map. This definition gives the authorities wide

possibilities to interpret the description and deliver a general or more detailed action

plan.

In a long term perspective there is a need for directing the focus of the action plan

work also at the outdoor sound environment. The work with the NERS method was partly

developed from a City of Stockholm concept; with its “Stockholm score rating

model“[7]. A conclusion from the Stockholm study was that the existences of

neighbouring quiet recreational areas influence the residents’ general opinion on how

they perceived their noise environment situation in a positive way. This work therefore

will focus on a method to include also the quiet nearby recreational areas in the NERS-

analysis. This will enable the use of the established strategic noise maps in defining the

existing recreational areas relevant for further analysis and for inclusion in the noise

action plan. It will provide indications on where the need for better or developed

recreational areas would be most appreciated.

The vast majority of noise investigation has in Sweden been measures to be compliant

to the limits on indoor noise levels primarily by improved window insulation as the

standard solution. A side effect is that the importance of recreational areas for the well-

being has been neglected. This work is as a first step in using the soundscape of the

parks as a positive value for the surrounding dwellings. By including the recreational

areas in the equations for determination of the score rating to the impact of the parks

can be studied.

Case study Stockholm

In this work, Stockholm will be used as a study area. The City of Stockholm is shown in

the figure below. A region in Stockholm, Södermalm, will be used as an example to

show the working process of rating the recreational areas as well as including them in

the analysis and the result will be shown for the entire city of Stockholm. Södermalm is

indicated with an inner borderline in the figure below and it is an island in the city

centre, well suited for this study. The number of inhabitants on Södermalm is

approximately 100 000.
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Figure 3.1.13

City of Stockholm. Södermalm is indicated with an inner borderline. The defined recreational areas in

Stockholm are marked in green.

Recreational areas

In the city of Stockholm, 84 recreational areas are defined by Stockholm Environmental

Protection Agency for this analysis.

To include the soundscape of the recreational areas in the original NERS-analysis, the

dwellings need to receive a parameter describing the accessibility to the neighbouring

parks. To create this parameter, two parameters of the park are used; area and quality

score. The area of the recreational area defines the catchment area radius and the

quality score is defined by the noise factor and size factor. The quality score is received

by weighting the size of the park and the sound quality of the park to ensure that a

small quiet park receive a score comparable or even higher than a large but noisy

park. The score is then coupled to the dwellings in the catchment area and included in

the NERS-analysis as a correction of the outdoor noise level.

Södermalm - Region for calculation example

As an example of the working process, the quality score and catchment area for

recreational areas in Södermalm are computed. All recreational areas in the vicinity of

Södermalm, with an area larger than one hectare are included in this analysis.

Södermalm and its surroundings include 18 recreational areas, listed in Table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1.1

Recreational area

Area

[Hectare]

1 Beckholmen 1
2 Tengdalsparken 2
3 Lilla Blecktornsparken 2
4 Tullgårdsparken 3
5 Stora Blecktornsparken 4
6 Rosenlundsparken 5
7 Vintertullsparken 5
8 Skinnarviksparken 6
9 Högalidsparken 7

10 Vita Bergsparken 10
11 Svensksundsparken 11
12 Eriksdalslunden 25
13 Långholmen 29
14 Drakenbergsparken 38
15 Fågelsångens koloniområde 56
16 Årstaliden 65
17 Björkhagens koloniområde 72
18 Nobelstranden 453

Recreational areas included in the analysis

Figure 3.1.14
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Södermalm with included recreational areas

Catchment area

The city of Stockholm has a sociotopic map for parks and recreational areas, which is

described in a report [8]. However, the report does not include noise levels within parks.

In the report, the catchment region of a recreational area is defined as depending on

the size order of the area. Park areas > 50 ha attracts people living within 800 meters

from the boundary of the park. Areas 1- 50 ha, are used by inhabitants in dwellings

within 500 meters and areas < 1 ha, within 300 meters. These rules for the catchment will

be applied in this extended NERS analysis.
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Water is in here considered to be a barrier obstructing people from reaching the park.

Bridges are included, maintaining the total search distance for finding dwellings within

the catchment area.

Figure 3.1.15

Defined catchment areas for park # 13, #14 and #16 including barrier and bridge effects

Quality score

The quality score for a specific recreational area is defined by Eq.1 and the

components of the equations are described in the following sections.

3

SizeFactorrNoiseFacto
reQualitySco


 (1)

A. Noise factor

Three noise level interval classes are defined for the recreational areas;

Noise class A: < 50 dB(A) good noise environment

Noise class B: 50 – 55 dB(A) acceptable noise environment

Noise class C: > 55 dB(A) poor noise environment

The interval classes above are documented as a rule of thumb for day-time exposure

from traffic when defining good soundscape quality [9] in recreational areas in city

environment. As an example, Drakenbergsparken is shown in Figure 3.1.16 below.
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Figure 3.1.16

Park 14, Drakenbergsparken

The value relation between the noise classes A : B : C are determined to be 12 : 6 : 1, in

corporation with the Stockholm Environmental Protection Agency. The noise quality

factor is then derived as;

Total

ClassCClassBClassA

A

1A6A12A
rNoiseFacto


 (2)

The noise factor can reach a maximum value of 12 for a park with good noise quality.

Full noise factor score is given to a park where 100 % of the total area is of noise class A-

quality or if the total class A-quality area is larger than 100 hectare. The considered total

area of the park in this work is 100 hectare.

B. Size factor

The noise factor is the primary input value and also the smallest value the total quality

score can get. The size factor can increase the noise quality factor from 1 to 3. This is

due to the assumption that a large recreation area with optimal soundscape quality is

worth three times more than a small standard city park in Stockholm. The total quality

score is then normalized to a maximum of 12. The largest area taken into account is

100 hectare hence a park of 100 hectare or more receives the maximum size factor.
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Resulting quality score for buildings

The total quality score is the normalized multiplication of the size factor and the noise

quality factor. The results for the parks of interest are listed in Table 3.1.2.

Table 3.1.2

Total quality score for parks in Södermalm, Stockholm

Notable is that the score a recreational area receives is relative the best recreational

area included in the analysis.

All buildings inside the catchment area of a recreational area receive the quality score

of the park. Buildings reaching several parks will receive the highest score from the

parks in the vicinity, Figure 3.1.17.

Figure 3.1.17

Buildings coloured from the received quality score
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Including the access to recreational areas in the NERS - analysis

The original NERS method uses the indoor sound level as a parameter in the analysis to

find the hotspots where measures should be given priority. With this new analysis tool,

the outdoor sound level is of prime interest. The total quality score from the park is

therefore subtracted from the outdoor sound level in the same manner the sound

insulation is subtracted from the outdoor sound level in the original analysis. This is made

in order to arrive at a single number descriptor for characterization of the positive

influence from nearby parks on the perception of the total noise environment, Figure

3.1.18.

Figure 3.1.18

NERS-analysis of the city of Stockholm extended to include recreational areas. The red and yellow fields

represent areas of high priority whereas blue and green are areas of low priority.

It should be pointed out that this analysis is not aimed to be used as a tool to find

dwellings in need of noise measures. Instead, this is a complementary analysis to the

original NERS analysis; to be employed when improvements of the outdoor noise

environment has to be made. This is also a way to point out areas where new parks or

parks with better sound quality would give most positive effect in terms of resident

satisfaction.
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Conclusions

A new method for assessing the influence of nearby green areas or parks has been

developed. The base is a rating system to include the positive effects of recreational

parks expressing them as an equivalent increase in façade insulation.

Except from providing a single number descriptor of the noise impact from the parks, a

clear indication of how important it is to create nearby recreational areas with high

noise quality is shown.

The method can be further developed to include and rate easy access to recreational

areas also where there are greater distances from residents.
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3.1.3 Stuttgart validation site

Using Stuttgart as an example the noise reduction potential of a city-wide ban on

heavy vehicle (trucks) traffic has been determined. Accordingly, a closer examination

of local traffic restrictions and the noise effects induced by traffic relocation are worthy

of consideration. Detailed statistics have been compiled of the noise effects within

Stuttgart, as well as its surrounding communes, and these have been predicted so that

an overall performance could be measured and identified. All details of the study are

described in D5.10. Stuttgart validation site – Town planning (trucks).

To show the noise reduction effects of such a city wide (global) measure, a re-

calculated noise map (Lden, Lnight) or a map, which shows the changes of the noise level

at each grid point or at each facade point is not very helpful for evaluation of

measures like truck routing or truck restriction. But based on new calculations of facade

levels after implementation (or for a prognostic evaluation, as done in Stuttgart) of the

measure, an area related evaluation can be realized by the indicator “number of

people exceeding a limiting value”. In case of Stuttgart the limiting value of

Lden=65 dB(A) was used. The following picture shows the efficiency of truck restrictions

for the investigated scenario 4 compared to scenario 0 (status quo).

Figure 3.1.19

Efficiency of truck restrictions in the City of Stuttgart
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Even there seems to be an improvement of the global noise situation by balancing the

changes of number of people, a detailed diagnostic is not possible. Considering also

the number of people in lower noise level classes an evaluation of the noise reduction

scenario becomes more precise. The following table shows the change of the exposure

statistics between scenario 4 and scenario 0 (status quo).

Table 3.1.3

change of the exposure statistic
scenario 3A compared to scenario 0
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But a ranking of different scenarios based on the described analyses is not always

possible, as a comparison of the change of the exposure statistics shows. The following

table show the results of two other investigated scenarios 2B and 3B (details please see

D5.10).

Table 3.1.4

change of the exposure statistic
scenario 2B compared to scenario 0
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Table 3.1.5

change of the exposure statistic
scenario 3B compared to scenario 0
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Using the Noise Score model, a rating of the different scenarios is possible. The following

tables show the alteration of the noise score of the scenarios 2B, 3B and 4.

Table 3.1.6

alteration of the Noise Score
scenario 2B compared to scenario 0
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Table 3.1.7

alteration of the Noise Score
scenario 3B compared to scenario 0
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Table 3.1.8

alteration of the Noise Score
scenario 3A compared to scenario 0
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3.1.4 Augsburg validation site

Using Augsburg as an example the noise reduction potential of different town-planning

measures has been determined both for short-term, mid-term and long-term strategies.

Accordingly, detailed statistics of the noise effects inside two different areas of

Augsburg were calculated so that the performance of different measures could be

detected and could partially be compared. All details of the study are described in

D5.6. Augsburg validation site – Town planning.

The following picture shows the global strategic noise map for traffic noise Lden. Also a

detailed presentation of the noise situation does not help to find out the most exposed

areas (hot spots) for action planning.

Figure 3.1.20

Noise map - traffic noise Lden / City of Augsburg

Also a graphical presentation of residential buildings with facade levels exceeding

limiting values is not very helpful for defining and ranking of most affected areas.
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Figure 3.1.21 shows all residential buildings with noise levels exceeding Lden >65 dB(A)

and / or Lnight > 55 dB(A).

Figure 3.1.21

Residential buildings with noise levels exceeding Lden >65 dB(A) and / or Lnight > 55 dB(A)/ City of Augsburg

The simple use of the Noise Score model (described in D1.2 Annex) or any other noise

rating model (see also D1.5) is necessary, to identify the areas with the highest noise

problems. These hot spot analyses combine the noise level at each dwelling or facade

and the number of people affected by the noise level. The hot spot map of Augsburg is

shown in Figure 3.1.22.
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Figure 3.1.22

Hot spot map of the City of Augsburg

Focussing on a single hot spot area, different measures (scenarios) can be evaluated

by a single number value (Noise Score). Exemplarily some measures were discussed for

a prototypical situation at “Maximilianstraße”:

Status Quo (Scenario 1);

insulated glazing and ventilation provisions (Scenario 2);

5 dB reduction caused by new road surface (Scenario 3).
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In Tables 3.1.9 and Table 3.1.10 the calculated number of exposed people is shown for

the 3 scenarios and the result of a simple ranking by the use of the Noise Score Model.

interval Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

from to Lden Lden Lden

50 1645 1648 1690

50 55 76 75 67

55 60 67 69 81

60 65 85 90 87

65 70 170 164 209

70 75 105 101 14

75 0 0 0

Table 3.1.9 Calculated number of exposed people for the scenarios 1, 2 and 3

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Noise 2 281 191 996 466 200 439

Table 3.1.10 Calculated number of exposed people for the scenarios 1, 2 and 3

Noise Rating Methods are necessary for an objective evaluation and comparison of

noise mitigation measures and can support the mostly political discussion about

implementation of measures.
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3.2 LOCAL NOISE MODELS

In this paragraph, it will be evaluated if additional annoyance parameters have an

added value in the identification, mitigation, and evaluation of improvement of local

noise actions.

This evaluation is possible based on the software developments described in §2.

Thus, in this paragraph, for 2 different situations (Brussels tram depot entrance, Ghent

new tramline through residential array), following analysis are compared:

number of annoyed inhabitants versus %HA

noise maps of Lden, versus noise maps %HA

number of annoyed inhabitants versus %HSD

noise map of Lnight, versus noise maps %HSD

noise map versus map of noise score NS

The noise maps of the number of annoyed are calculated as follows:

%HA and %HSD: calculated value in each node (10x10m)

Noise Score: gliding window of 50x50m (also a window of 100x100m) can be

selected.

Analysis is both done for:

rail source only;

road and rail source: together.
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3.2.1 Brussels

The situation studied, concerns a local problem of squeal noise at the entrance of a

depot. For noise mapping, the problem is that inside a global map, the information is

completely lost, no influence on Lden or Lnight. On a local scale, looking at rail transport,

a few hundred people are considered and the problem is really considered important

by the citizens.

Number of annoyed inhabitants versus %HA

Inhabitants of a builing with a value at the most exposed
façades inside the specified range

Original Squeal noise difference

Road & Rail

... < Lden < 55 dB 1092 0

55  Lden < 60 dB 233 0

60  Lden < 65 dB 1572 0

65  Lden < 70 dB 885 0

70  Lden < 75 dB 625 0

75  Lden < ... 1977 0

sum 6381 0

Rail only

... < Lden < 55 dB 4337 0

55  Lden < 60 dB 574 81

60  Lden < 65 dB 526 76

65  Lden < 70 dB 887 -97

70  Lden < 75 dB 39 -39

75  Lden < ... 21 21

sum 6384 0

Table 3.2.1

Rail only Road & Rail

before after before after

% HA 2.886 2.756 13.216 13.186

%HSD 3.114 2.867 17.150 17.088

Table 3.2.2

It can be seen that the calculation of %HA and %HSD is a little more sensible for the

small modification on the global annoyance (Road & Rail).
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Noise maps of Lden, versus noise maps %HA

Figure 3.2.1

DEN (noise source: rail)

Figure 3.2.2

% HA (noise source: rail)
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Figure 3.2.3

DEN (noise source: rail + road)

Figure 3.2.4

% HA (noise source: rail + road)

For road and rail together, it can be seen that not the entrance of the depot but the

big road crossing is the most important zoning. Therefore, it is also logical that the local

mitigation measure at the depot has little to no effect on the global evaluation of %HA.

This is not so present in the Lden noise map.
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Noise map of Lnight, versus noise maps %HSD

Figure 3.2.5

LNight (noise source: rail)

Figure 3.2.6

% HSD (noise source: rail)
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Figure 3.2.7

LNight (noise source: rail + road)

Figure 3.2.8

% HSD (noise source: rail + road)

The information of the night period is similar as for the full day (Lden) period.

The noise indicator gives more indication of the importance of each of the nuisances.
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Map of noise score NS

Figure 3.2.9

NS Road only

Figure 3.2.10

NS Road after mitigation

Very little influence because the mitigation measure did not deal with road noise.
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Figure 3.2.11

NS Rail only

Figure 3.2.12

NS Rail after mitigation

We observe that the NS model for rail only indicates the improvement but adds much

more importance on the cross over. This parameter seems not sufficient sensitive for

local complaints.
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3.2.2 Ghent

A similar analysis is made for the situation of the city of Ghent.

In one area, a new tram-track has constructed in a residential area. Although state of

the art track construction was used, complaints were received and mitigation actions

were needed. As discussed before, acoustical rail grinding was selected as a mitigation

measure.

The standard evaluation expressed in Lden, Lnight and number of persons affected is

compared hereafter with the evaluation based on %HA; %HSD; and Noise Score.

Standard Evaluation

number of annoyed
Noise index Range /dB original modified difference

DEN (24h) ... < Lden < 55 dB 2885 3371 486
55 <= Lden < 60 dB 486 449 -37
60 <= Lden < 65 dB 449 0 -449
65 <= Lden < 70 dB 0 0 0
70 <= Lden < 75 dB 0 0 0
75 <= Lden <... dB 0 0 0

Sum 3820 3820

Night (9h) ... < Ln < 45 dB 2823 2900 77
45 <= Ln < 50 dB 77 475 398
50 <= Ln < 55 dB 475 445 -30
55 <= Ln < 60 dB 445 0 -445
60 <= Ln < 65 dB 0 0 0
65 <= Ln < 70 dB 0 0 0
70 <= Ln <... dB 0 0 0

Sum 3820 3820

Table 3.2.3 Evaluation – No of people highly annoyed (%HA) and no of people highly sleep
disturbated (%HSA)

number of annoyed
Noise index Range /dB original modified

%HA 1.492 .969

%HSD 2.595 1.772

% Non Quiet Area 10.184 7.047

Table 3.2.4 Visual comparaison: Lden vs Noise Score
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Figure 3.2.13

Original situation Lden Mitigated Situation Lden
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Figure 3.2.14

Original situation – Noise Score

Figure 3.2.15

Mitigated situation – Noise Score
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Evaluation

It can be seen that the Noise Score:

indicates the areas where a mitigation measure is more important/has more effect

than others;

visualises the improvement of the mitigation measure but judgement is difficult.

The calculation of the %HA and %HSD permits to quantify the importance of the

nuisance (1.5 to 2.5% of the persons affected) and also permits the evaluate the effect

of the mitigation measure:1/3 of the affected persons are cured.

3.2.3 Evaluation for Local Complaints

Environmental noise rating methods are useful to quantify the nuisance and to evaluate

the effect of a mitigation measure if they are based on a methodology calculating for

one local grid point.

More general methods such as a Noise Score (50x50m or 100x100m gliding window) are

not sufficiently sensible for identifying local problems and to evaluate the efficiency of

local mitigation measures.


